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Summary

as inclusion has become a buzzword in policy and practice circles, awareness has 
increased that exclusion is not only a characteristic of bad governance but also 
often a catalyst to violent conflict. Peace processes today are thus designed to 
make them more inclusive—of women, civil society, youth, opposition political par-
ties, business actors, and other actors such as indigenous communities, internally 
displaced people, diasporas, and refugees. Implementation, however, has not pro-
gressed smoothly. It is in fact frequently resisted. Meanwhile, understanding why 
inclusion is correlated positively with the durability of subsequent peace is elusive, 
despite growing empirical support for the normative and strategic arguments to 
justify inclusivity. These perspectives also fall short in regard to resistance. 

at the heart of both inclusion and exclusion is the basic cognitive process of how 
we organize ourselves socially into in-groups and out-groups, which speaks di-
rectly to the need of people to belong to one societal group or another—that is, 
to inclusivity as a fundamental human need. This perspective is crucial to under-
standing both the various modes of resistance to inclusion and why resistance—
whether by powerholders, rebel groups, or civil society—is so widespread. 
Most resistance originates with the political elite, followed by societal and rebel 
groups. It can be implicit-elusive, direct-explicit, or coercive, or a mix of these. 

Tackling resistance to inclusion requires a nuanced approach that addresses the 
specific actors engaging in resistance, their motivations, and the tactics they use. 
For example, resistance motivated by political competition and economic self-in-
terest will require different tools than resistance involving an identity component 
in which the dominant group perceives inclusion as an existential threat.

For political motivation, incentive structures that make inclusive processes more 
amenable to powerholders may be enough (as long as progress is safeguarded 
by appropriate benchmarks and milestones). Overcoming resistance motivated 
by identity (whether it is gender or ethnicity) requires a more difficult and sus-
tained effort. It demands not only institutional incentives, careful design of deci-
sion-making processes, and effective compliance measures, but also a long-term 
strategy that targets ideological and cultural change.
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In recent years, a sweeping consensus has come to favor inclusive peace processes 
within the international peacebuilding community. Bodies such as the United Nations 
and the Organization for Security and cooperation in Europe promote inclusivity and 
encourage both conflict parties and mediators to act on the principle in negotiations and 
mediations. although inclusion has become a buzzword in policy and practice circles, a 
single definition remains elusive, despite the United Nations describing it as “the extent 
and manner in which the views and needs of conflict parties and other stakeholders are 
represented and integrated into the process and outcome of a mediation effort.”1 Some 
scholars focus on examining the process; others focus on the outcome.2 Process inclu-
sivity refers to the extent to which negotiation and decision-making processes include 
excluded, relevant, and marginalized voices; outcome inclusivity refers to the distributive 
outcomes and is assessed by the degree of representativeness of state institutions vis-à-
vis citizens and the distribution of rights and entitlements across societal groups.3 

at the same time, awareness in policy circles is increasing that exclusion—a character-
istic of bad governance—is often a catalyst of violent intrastate conflicts.4 although so-
cial, political, and economic exclusion are often intertwined, they are each distinct and 
discrete. Political and economic exclusion, studied especially in regard to economic 

Nobel Peace Prize laureate rigoberta Menchu stands with other indigenous leaders outside the constitutional court in Guatemala city, on august 29, 2017. 
Menchu played a prominent role in promoting the rights of Guatemala's indigenous peoples during and after the country's civil war. (Photo by Luis Soto/aP)
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consequences, relates to the characteristics of institu-
tions and state-society relations. One definition of an 
inclusive state cites positive competition between the 
state elites and society, which results in the absence 
of domination of one subset of society over another.5 
Social exclusion, on the other hand, can be defined as 
not only limited to state-level economic and political 
institutions and competition to control them, but also 
prevalent in society in the form of values, beliefs, social 
and political attitudes, ideology, and culture that legiti-
mizes and supports the exclusion of certain groups. 

current peace processes are designed—given the 
destructive effects of exclusion—to make them more in-
clusive of women, civil society, youth, opposition politi-
cal parties, business actors, and other excluded actors 
such as indigenous communities, internally displaced 
persons, diasporas, and refugees. Implementation 

of inclusive processes, however, has not progressed 
smoothly and is frequently met with resistance. The 
target, locus, tactics, and motivation of resistance may 
change from one case to another, but resistance in 
some form is common  —and success in overcoming it 
varies. Sometimes it is overcome during the peace pro-
cess (as in the cases of Tajikistan and aceh, discussed 
below). Other times it is more pervasive and systemic 
(as in Guatemala and Nepal). resistance cannot be 
overcome easily during the process, disrupts the imple-
mentation of the inclusivity agenda, and may lead to 
mass action (whether violent or nonviolent). In either 
case, a systematic and sophisticated understanding of 
how, why, and by whom resistance to inclusion occurs 
has not yet been established. 

For this report, resistance to inclusion is defined as the 
behaviors of a particular person (or persons) or group (or 

acehnese women pray for a peaceful election at Istiqlal mosque in Jakarta on December 9, 2006. (Photo by Dadang Tri/reuters)
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groups) that undermine the successful design or imple-
mentation of an inclusive peace or transition process.6 
The report enhances understanding of this phenom-
enon by exploring who tends to resist, against whose 
participation, using what tactics, and with what motiva-
tion. Data for this report build on case studies collected 
and analyzed between 2013 and 2015 by the Inclusive 
Peace and Transition Initiative (IPTI) and the author’s own 
research. Previous IPTI studies focused on the modal-
ities of inclusion in forty peace and transition negotia-
tions between 1990 and 2015; three new cases were 
added for this research.7 In total, eighty-five incidents 
of resistance in thirty negotiation cases were identified. 
The unit of analysis is resistance behavior at either the 
individual or the group level. The identified events were 
coded into five categories—target, locus (who resists), 
tactics, timing, and motivation—which enabled the iden-
tification of trends in resistance behavior across cases.

The three perspectives on examining inclusivity in peace 
processes are to consider it, in turn, as a norm, as a 
negotiation strategy, and as a fundamental human need. 
The last of these is introduced here for the first time be-
cause it helps clarify the various motives for resistance, 
enabling practitioners to address and counter them.

INCLUSIVITY AS A NORM
Most existing work on inclusion relies on a normative 
argument to justify an inclusive peace process. Such 
arguments refer primarily to the right to participation 
of women, youth, and civil society in peace process-
es—specifically in negotiations. This argument in turn 
frequently references UN Security council resolutions 
1325 (on women) and 2250 (on youth) in addition to other 
international frameworks recognizing the right of histor-
ically excluded and marginalized groups to participate.8 
recent research corroborates this argument. Studies 
document the benefits of including women in peace and 
political transition processes. When women were able 
to influence negotiations, such proposals suggest, they 
brought new perspectives to the conflict and its solution, 
pushed for the initiation and continuation of negotiations, 

facilitated the signing of agreements, and incorporated 
gender equality provisions into agreements. Women’s 
participation in peace processes also correlates positively 
with the likelihood of implementation and (after con-
trolling for other variables) the durability of agreements.9 
however, despite this growing preliminary empirical sup-
port for the normative argument, understanding why the 
inclusion of women, civil society, and others is correlated 
positively with durability of peace is elusive. Examination 
of the normative argument so far has barely gone beyond 
correlational analysis and into causal mechanisms. 

an important step in strengthening the normative argu-
ment has been the recent call not just for the inclusion of 
women but their meaningful inclusion. This advocacy is 
a result of rising apprehension about women’s inclusion 
being seen simply as a head count or as a presence dur-
ing negotiations.10 Observations from a number of cases 
indicate that meaningful achievements by women were 
possible only when they both participated and managed 
to exert influence in the proceedings.11 This follows more 
recent evidence suggesting that despite a slight increase 
in participation over the last decade, women’s ability to 
influence outcomes and decisions is still sluggish. critical 
research is thus required to establish what conditions 
lead the way to meaningful participation. 

The normative argument, however, has not to date 
offered much explanation as to why inclusion is resisted. 
anecdotal evidence from women about the obstacles 
they encounter is considerable—including the idea that 
negotiations are a power game that should include just 
the “fighters in the conflict,” challenges posed by the me-
diation landscape (that is, mediators’ dismissal of wom-
en), lack of awareness about women’s contributions, and 
traditional attitudes toward women’s roles in society.12 
These stories help advance understanding about obsta-
cles, but theoretical explanations as to the prevalence of 
resistance are lacking. Knowledge accumulated so far on 
the adoption of human rights norms can also be highly 
beneficial to understanding resistance—how and why 
these norms are sometimes adopted and sometimes 
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rejected by local actors.13 For example, a recent study on 
the Kurdish peace process in Turkey (2012–15) looked 
into limited receptivity of international norms and sug-
gests that they are adopted or rejected by local political 
actors in a way that legitimizes and promotes their self-in-
terested political agenda in the negotiation process, 
not because they create a better, just, or more effective 
peace process or because of any fear of nonconformity 
with processes designed by international actors.14 hence, 
it is essential to consider the political and psychological 
motives behind such resistance.

INCLUSIVITY AS A NEGOTIATION STRATEGY
The second most prominent argument for an inclusive 
peace process emphasizes the practical and strategic 
gains. civil society inclusion is considered instrumen-
tal to increasing legitimacy and public buy-in and to 
minimizing spoiler effects. researchers usually agree, 
as they do on the effects of women’s participation, on 
the positive impact of civil society inclusion, especial-
ly on the durability of peace agreements.15 They also 
argue that adding more actors to the process, though it 
increases strategic gains, does not necessarily create 
negative consequences even though it might make 
the design more complex and possibly cumbersome.16 
Overall, inclusion can be designed in an incremental 
and strategic manner to optimize gains.17 

Desirée Nilsson, in her analysis of eighty-three peace 
agreements, found that when civil society actors are 
included in the process, either alone or together with 
a broad spectrum of political parties, the risk of peace 
failing is reduced by 50 percent (60 percent when both 
civil society and political parties are included).18 Francisca 
Zanker’s comparative case studies on civil society inclu-
sion expounded these correlational studies by identifying 
the conditions that enhance legitimacy when civil society 
is included in negotiations. She concluded that invit-
ing civil society actors to negotiations is not enough to 
engender legitimacy in a peace process; legitimacy may 
in fact come through other mechanisms.19 What matters 
is the type and diversity of actors. Extremely divisive civil 

society and political polarization impede the positive 
influence of including civil society in a peace process. 
accountable representation is also key in enhancing the 
legitimacy of a negotiation process achieved by either 
civil society participation or another method. 

Thania Paffenholz added further nuance to the field with 
her framework on the seven modalities through which 
participation of civil society is realized in negotiations.20 
She expanded the options for civil society inclusion 
beyond the “negotiation table” to inclusion “around” and 
“away from” the table. Inclusion modalities designed 
away from the negotiation table (such as consultations, 
inclusive commissions, and high-level problem-solving 
workshops) can deliver equally meaningful input from 
civil society to the negotiations if designed effectively 
and strategically.21 In fact, these modalities were some-
times more effective than those that included civil society 
at the table (national dialogues, enlarging negotiation 
delegations, and observer status in negotiations). hence, 
following the strategic inclusion approach, the benefits of 
civil society participation can be realized simultaneously 
with keeping the number of actors at the table managea-
ble. Paffenholz and her colleagues at IPTI enhanced un-
derstanding about how the participation process actually 
takes place by providing information on who tends to be 
included from civil society in a negotiation process, with 
what rationale, and through which mechanisms.22 

adding another dimension to strategic effectiveness, 
Véronique Dudouet, Stina Lundström, and David rampf 
examined how an inclusive process, if implemented 
incrementally, is likely to increase the effectiveness of 
a peace process. The two-stage process they describe 
includes an initial cease-fire with a restricted agenda ne-
gotiated between the main conflict parties followed by a 
participatory stage during which reforms and peacebuild-
ing mechanisms are negotiated and decided.23 

In sum, the practical-strategic approach to inclusion 
has been extremely instrumental in advancing the 
practice. It urges practitioners to consider the political 
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calculations and power dynamics realistically in a nego-
tiation process while strategically incorporating exclud-
ed social and political actors to increase legitimacy and 
ownership of the process. however, it still does not 
offer a theoretical narrative on how and why resistance 
to inclusion occurs, though one inference is clear—that 
resistance originates mostly with powerholder elites 
and is motivated by their politically competitive behav-
ior and reluctance to share power.24 This perspective 
helps us understand the inclination of powerholders to 
politically exclude others from the negotiation process. 

Overall, although the normative and strategic lenses 
have proved useful so far in promoting inclusive peace 
processes, they are not enough. First, they fall short in 
explaining more systemic politically and socially en-
grained, identity-based resistance. When resistance is 
motivated by political competition during the negoti-
ations, it may be more successfully overcome during 
the process, as in Tajikistan and aceh, for example. 
(This is referred to in this report as targeted resistance.) 
however, at other times, it may be more systematic 
and pervasive, such as in Guatemala and Nepal, and 
supported by a widespread ideological narrative that 
legitimizes the social, economic, and political exclusion 
of a subset of society. This type cannot be easily over-
come and is more likely to disrupt the implementation 
of the inclusion agenda at some point. In this latter type, 
members of dominant social groups—to which political 
and economic elites also belong—want to maintain both 
their dominant group status and the long-lasting privileg-
es afforded by an economically, politically, and socially 
exclusive system. This type of resistance also brings 
political and economic elites and larger identity groups 
together because their interests are often aligned. 

Second, these two perspectives define inclusion as 
the participation of various societal groups other than 
the main negotiating representatives. Focus is on the 
process of participation—the participating societal 
actors’ input and influence over the process—and the 
overall effect and gains of participation on successful 

implementation and achievement of durable peace. 
Under this lens, designing an inclusive process may 
become routine when participation space is created 
for certain groups; it may be treated simply as a public 
opinion instrument measuring whether enough public 
buy-in and legitimacy exists to initiate and complete a 
peace process. however, a significant obstacle may 
arise when a negotiation process seems inclusive 
procedurally yet fails to satisfy and balance the funda-
mental psychological need (among all social groups) 
for a sense of belonging and distinctiveness. In this 
event, inclusion remains symbolic, and the process fails 
to create meaningful participation.25 

Symbolic inclusion conveys an intention for inclusion, 
but appropriate related behaviors do not necessarily fol-
low. In fact, powerholders may use symbolic inclusion to 
disguise their exclusionary agenda in order to not lose 
their legitimacy with the public and to not appear to be 
bullying those who favor inclusive practices. Ironically, 
those who resist often agree to initiate an inclusive 
process to regain their lost legitimacy, but then look for 
opportunities to block the implementation of provisions 
that are disadvantageous to them because a genuinely 
inclusive society threatens their privileged, dominant 
status. It is easier to set up symbolic inclusion because 
resistance from privileged groups is less likely. however, 
the moment the process turns toward genuine inclusion 
or threatens long-practiced privileges, strong resist-
ance is almost certain to follow. For instance, in 2011, 
the Egyptian military initially agreed to a national dia-
logue—a dialogue it later sabotaged—precisely because 
pressure from the masses generated a legitimacy crisis. 
a genuinely inclusive process is more likely to be met 
with stronger and persistent resistance. a procedurally 
inclusive process, even if backed by a strong normative 
paradigm, is not enough to prevent such manipulation. 
Thus, inclusive peace processes should be designed to 
take into account the psychological meaning of inclu-
sion, which treats it as a fundamental human need. This 
last perspective is crucial to understand why resistance 
to inclusion is also widespread. 
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INCLUSIVITY AS A FUNDAMENTAL 
HUMAN NEED
at the heart of inclusion and exclusion lies the ba-
sic cognitive process of how we organize ourselves 
socially into in-groups and out-groups, which speaks 
directly to people’s need to belong to one societal 
group or another. humans evolved to organize them-
selves socially not only into groups, but into similar and 
distinct groups. Identification with large groups con-
stitutes social identity.26 In creating and maintaining a 
socially, economically, or politically exclusionist society, 
individual-level psychological dynamics (such as bias 
and prejudice toward out-group members) interact with 
institutional- or systemic-level dynamics (such as ideol-
ogies and narratives legitimizing group dominance and 
social hierarchy to maintain institutional exclusion).27 

Inclusion as a fundamental psychological need can be 
described as the degree to which a disadvantaged (ex-
cluded or subordinate) social group perceives that they 
are esteemed and respected members of the society 
as a result of fair treatment, which in turn satisfies their 
need for both belongingness and uniqueness simulta-
neously.28 Being accepted into the in-group cultivates 
the need for belongingness and should not deny or 
reject the unique or distinct characteristics of the in-
cluded, and therefore should be accompanied with an 
appreciation of those characteristics.

This view of social inclusion is echoed in Marilyn 
Brewer’s optimal distinctiveness theory, which sug-
gests that the main motivation affecting strength of 
identification with a social group derives from the 
competition between the fundamental human needs 
for belongingness (inclusion) and uniqueness (differen-
tiation or distinctiveness).29 human behavior constantly 
seeks an equilibrium between these two fundamental 
needs—known as the optimal level of distinctiveness. 
People seek a balance between the validation of their 
identity and similarity with others (the pull factor) and 
the recognition of their uniqueness and distinction from 
others (the push factor).30 Given a deprivation of one or 

the other, behavior will generally be inclined in that di-
rection. The ongoing tension between belongingness 
and uniqueness motivates seeking inclusion in a social 
group. Inclusion is an equilibrium, the optimal balance 
between belongingness and uniqueness (see figure 1). 
Under the alternatives to inclusion—exclusion, assimila-
tion, or differentiation—these competing needs are out 
of balance and thus will continue to motivate individu-
als to seek changes until they reach equilibrium.31

What motivates people to seek this balance is com-
plex, but one explanation highlights the negative cog-
nitive and emotional consequences of social exclusion. 
recent research in neuroscience enlightens us about 
the sources of these fundamental human needs. For 
instance, MrI images demonstrate that social exclusion 
overlaps in our brain with physical pain: each hurts 
equally.32 Exclusion, Paul hutchison, Dominic abrams, 
and Julie christian explain, has significant psychologi-
cal consequences for the individual and for the group. 
It leads to emotions such as anger, disappointment, 
and sadness. It results in a sense of loss of social sup-
port, decreased access to resources, and diminished 
group self-esteem. all of these eventually reduce the 
excluded individual’s or group’s sense of self-effica-
cy. reduction of self-efficacy in turn undermines the 
perception of control. Loss of control is known to be a 
trigger of various negative emotions such as anxiety, 
frustration, and anger. In the end, social exclusion be-
comes a root cause of low self-esteem, perceived loss 
of control, and feelings of not being valued equally with 
members of the dominant group. Behavioral responses 
among the members of the excluded group vary: anger 
and aggression in some because of diminished sense 
of control, distancing and withdrawal in others, and 
(among a smaller subgroup) prosocial feelings.33 

To illustrate this perspective in the context of peace 
processes, consider the demands for women’s inclu-
sion. Women demand to be accepted and included 
in the negotiation and mediation processes that 
determine the future of their country as equal and 
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esteemed members—“just like men”—and chal-
lenge their historical exclusion. however, they also 
want their unique contributions to the society to be 
recognized “as different from men’s” and demand 
to be included in these processes with their “dis-
tinct” characteristics. We know that women bring 
unique perspectives and issues to the negotiation 
table; without them it is likely that negotiations take 
a different course. however, women often complain 
about “having to act like men,” that is, being forced 
to assimilate to male-dominant gender norms if they 
are to be included in decision-making and negotia-
tion processes. Inclusion of this kind denies women's 
distinct characteristics and thus cannot be considered 
as optimal inclusion. For example, in Kenya during the 
mediation process conducted after the post-election 
violence in 2008, Minister of Justice Martha Karua 
often spoke to the media even as male cabinet mem-
bers refrained from doing so. Because of this, she 
was called “the only man in the president’s cabinet,” 
as if it were a compliment, though it in fact denied her 
recognition for her unique and distinct gender identity 
and her contribution as a woman. This rhetoric forced 
her to assimilate into “honorary man” rules so that she 

could be a “true” insider. This kind of behavior, which 
appears to be the inclusion of a woman in a negoti-
ation process, is not optimal inclusion that fulfills the 
fundamental needs of that individual; it is instead 
assimilation—a suboptimal outcome.34 

recent attempts to include women in negotiations 
have also been differentiating, for instance, by limit-
ing women’s participation and input in negotiations 
to gender-only committees or issues, which is also 
suboptimal. In this case, women are recognized for 
their distinct characteristics but are again not seen as 
equal insiders. Their contributions are isolated and 
limited to women-only issues, such as in the recent 
round of negotiations on cyprus. In response to 
pressure from the United Nations and the US agency 
for International Development to follow UN resolution 
1325 and advocacy by the local Gender advisory Team 
(a women’s group formed in cyprus with members from 
both Turkish and Greek communities), a committee was 
established in 2015 specifically to include women in 
the reinvigorated bilateral negotiations. The commit-
tee’s work, however, was limited to issues concerning 
gender equality. It was also announced by the cypriot 
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Figure 1. Inclusion as the Optimal Balance between Belongingness and Uniqueness

Source: adapted from Shore et al., “Inclusion and Diversity in Work Groups,” Journal of Management 37, no. 4 (2011): 1266.
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leadership that it was “pleased to convey that in the 
margins of the bicommunal negotiations to reach-
ing a settlement on the cyprus problem, a Technical 
committee on Gender Equality has already been 
established” (emphasis added).35 Further, the commit-
tee members indicated on a number of occasions how 
challenging it had been to get their voices heard by 
decision makers and negotiators.36 

In a peace process, such assimilation or differentiation 
practices can easily be presented as “including wom-
en,” but none of these alternatives are optimal forms.

One group’s status relative to others also affects both 
belongingness and distinctiveness. Moral superiority is 
the basis of legitimization for the in-group to dominate 
or actively subjugate out-groups.37 The in-group justi-
fies this situation ideologically with the help of a “hierar-
chy enhancing legitimizing narrative.”38 Such narratives 
justify the unequal power and unequal access to eco-
nomic and political resources between groups. Societal 
groups in an advantaged position seek to maintain, 
enhance, or exaggerate the positive social compari-
sons that favor their group only.39 When their dominant 
status or privileged group position is threatened, which 
is often the case when an inclusive agenda is set in 
motion, the dominant group perceives a threat and in 
response often resists inclusion. The status quo thus 
reinforces low- and high-status groups, and the system 
based on economic, political, and social exclusion re-
peatedly and consistently favors high-status groups.

Social dominance theory further conceptualizes the 
process of establishing a position of dominance for 
the in-group against the out-group and offers insights 
into understanding the motivation for resistance to 
inclusion. Social dominance theory analyzes group 
relations not only as in-group and out-group, but also 
by critically looking at which groups are disadvantaged 
in the society, referred to as subordinate groups. Such 
groups have fewer opportunities to “belong to” valued 
groups in society and thus have unequal access to 

power, resources, and privileges. Unlike the disadvan-
taged subordinate groups (minorities, women, refu-
gees, for example), dominant groups occupy higher 
status positions in society. In societies organized along 
these kinds of strict group-based social hierarchies, 
such as in Nepal, the dominant group or groups sys-
tematically receive most of the positive social, political, 
and economic value generated (resources, political 
power, social status) at the expense of subordinate 
groups. hence, in these societies, social, economic, 
and political exclusion are often intertwined. however, 
social dominance theory argues that at the heart of this 
structure is the social value the group receives, such as 
status and esteem. Subordinate groups thus constantly 
strive to belong to valued groups in society (that is, to 
be included as esteemed and equally respected), in 
other words, as similar to dominant group members 
yet retaining their distinct (such as ethnic or religious) 
identity. an inclusion agenda in peace negotiations 
creates an historic opportunity for subordinate groups 
to secure such social standing. Simultaneously, histori-
cally dominant groups strive to keep entrenched social 
hierarchies intact for themselves. 

Social hierarchies are reproduced and maintained at 
all levels: individual-psychological, group, institutional, 
and systemic-ideological. at the individual level, they 
are expressed through an individual’s attitudes and 
beliefs in the form of implicit and explicit bias, stereo-
typing, and an individual’s social dominance orientation 
(the extent to which the individual holds beliefs that 
legitimize a social hierarchy). These beliefs generate 
discrimination and exclusion toward members of subor-
dinate groups in everyday life. at the systemic-ideolog-
ical level, hierarchy-enhancing forces produce, justify, 
and maintain a high group–based social hierarchy 
and inequality. These forces exist simultaneously with 
hierarchy-attenuating forces that push toward group-
based equality and equal social value for everyone. 
hierarchy-enhancing narratives are embedded in 
culture and institutions and passed on to individuals in 
various ways. On the one hand, individual attitudes are 
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shaped by the widespread ideology that legitimizes 
social hierarchy; on the other, individual discriminatory 
and exclusive behaviors toward subgroups provide a 
conducive environment for the hierarchy-enhancing 
ideology to flourish and persist over the long term. 

It is not uncommon for dominant group members to 
adopt a hierarchy-enhancing ideology justifying the 
hierarchy, which also often blames subordinate groups 
for negative social outcomes. The dominant group 
adheres tightly to the narratives that promote, justify, 
and legitimize the hierarchy between the dominant 
and subordinate groups. These narratives not only 
help justify unequal power and unequal access to 
resources, but also diminish the potential motivation 
for the social mobilization of subordinate groups.40 By 
contrast, members of subordinate groups often adopt a 

hierarchy-attenuating ideology that advocates societal 
change toward equality and justice for all in society. 

a peace process that advocates including subordinate 
groups in the political and economic system as equal 
members of society is a hierarchy-attenuating force, 
one that triggers resistance from dominant groups 
and hierarchy-enhancing forces, which view any move 
toward genuine inclusion as an ontological threat. 
Individual variations may also exist within each group. 
Some in dominant groups with low social dominance 
orientation are more likely to act with the hierarchy-at-
tenuating forces and support the inclusion of subordi-
nate groups. Likewise, some within subordinate groups 
with high social dominance orientation are more likely 
to act with the hierarchy-enhancing forces and justify 
the continuation of the hierarchical system. 

Maoist rebels in south-central Nepal listen to their commander discuss the cease-fire that brought an end to the country's ten-year-long conflict in May 
2006. (Photo by ruth Fremson/New York Times)
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Types of resistance 

resistance to inclusion in peace processes can be 
sorted into two categories. Targeted (limited) resistance 
usually takes place either as opposition to the partici-
pation of a particular group or individual (such as a po-
litical party, women, diaspora, certain representatives of 
civil society, or clan representatives) in the negotiation 
or peace process or as opposition that is limited to a 
particular time during any stage of the process. This 
type of resistance is primarily motivated by political 
competition or economic self-interest. 

On the other hand, pervasive resistance is usually more 
entrenched. It is systematic, often perpetrated by actors 
belonging to the dominant social or political group, and 
persists throughout the different phases of a peace pro-
cess, often with the aim of curbing the process, either 
in general or the inclusion-related elements specifically. 
Pervasive resistance tends to have more potential to dis-
rupt or reverse the inclusion achievements of a peace 
process since it lasts throughout the process. When one 
opportunity fails, it is likely that the same group will try to 
revive its hindrance efforts at a later stage. hence, more 
effort is required to overcome such resistance.

The 1997 negotiations to end the civil war in Tajikistan is 
an example of targeted resistance. Despite a request by 
UN mediators, the Tajik government initially did not want 
to include civil society representatives in the negotiations, 
arguing they were too cozy with the opposition. however, 
as ideas from civil society proved useful—especially 
those from the high-level track 2 workshops known as the 
Inter-Tajik Dialogue—President Emomali rahmon softened 
his attitude and stopped seeing civil society as a political 
threat. civil society representatives who participated in 
the Inter-Tajik Dialogue were later included in the nego-
tiation teams in the UN-mediated talks. The subsequent 

agreement ended the civil war in Tajikistan and was imple-
mented, if not fully, at least to a large extent. 

an example of pervasive resistance is the Guatemala 
peace process, especially the behavior of the economic 
and political elite. In the 1994 negotiations, the signed 
Framework accord for the renewal of the Negotiating 
Process between the government of Guatemala and the 
armed group UrNG (Guatemalan National revolutionary 
Unity) established the civil Society assembly (aSc) as the 
primary venue for broad civil society participation.41 The 
aSc was a nationally representative and elected body 
that included political parties, religious groups, unions, ac-
ademic institutions, small and medium enterprises, journal-
ists, development nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), 
women, Maya (indigenous) groups, and human rights 
organizations. however, one of the most powerful groups 
in Guatemalan society—the coordinating committee 
of commercial, Industrial, and Financial associations 
(cacIF)—boycotted the aSc and did not participate in the 
process.42 cacIF favored the status quo, particularly the 
aspects of the peace process that threatened the asso-
ciations’ long-held economic privileges, and organized 
the elite to play a disruptive role, especially during the 
implementation of the peace agreement. Even though 
the cacIF could not prevent the agreement from being 
signed, it later organized a campaign during the referen-
dum against the implementation of articles related to land 
reform and succeeded in curbing those efforts.43 

Figure 2 illustrates that resistance to inclusion can be 
observed at each level and every stage of a political 
settlement. It can occur first as resistance to an inclusive 
negotiation process (such as sabotaging the participa-
tion of women). For example, during Yemen’s national 
dialogue, women’s participation was resisted by public 
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shaming, acts of humiliation, and even physical attacks 
or threats of attacks. Second, resistance can occur 
again within the broader peace process, such as by re-
sisting the codification of inclusion-related provisions. In 
the peace agreement between the colombian govern-
ment and the revolutionary armed Forces of colombia 
(Farc), several of the gender-related provisions were 
dropped after the agreement failed to pass in a ref-
erendum.44 Third, resistance can also occur during the 
implementation of codified articles designed to encour-
age more inclusive institutions and society (for example, 
preventing women from being represented in security 
institutions such as the police force). according to a 
recent report on the implementation of the Farc peace 

agreement, the implementation rate for the stipulations 
(measurable commitments) with a gender perspective 
(4 percent) lags far behind that for other stipulations (22 
percent). Further, female community leaders complain 
that promises given by the government during the 
negotiations are not being kept. They refer to many 
instances of exclusion of women from decision-making 
processes, especially at the local level during the imple-
mentation phase, such as in meetings concerning rural 
development projects.45 Yet it is still considered one 
of the most innovative peace agreements in terms of 
incorporating gender equality provisions: 130 of the 578 
stipulations commit the parties to address issues from a 
gender perspective to promote parity.46

Figure 2: Inclusive Negotiation, Inclusive Peace Process, and Inclusive Institutions/Society
Limited resistance is usually pertinent to one stage of the political settlement, though it can occur at any stage, or aims 
to prevent the participation of a particular group of people at any stage (such as women or a branch of civil society). 
Pervasive resistance is more persistent throughout all stages of political settlement and based on the entrenched and 
systematic exclusion of a social identity group from the process. 
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Locus of resistance

analysis of the eighty-five incidents of resistance to in-
clusion considered in this study reveals that resistance 
has more than one origin. however, in just over half of 
these incidents (56 percent), it comes from the pow-
erholder elite (political leaders, military, government 
actors). In about 13 percent, it came from rebel groups, 
and in 20 percent from societal actors such as broadly 
organized ethnic and religious groups (see figure 3).

POWERHOLDERS
That most of the resistance comes from the powerhold-
er elite—those such as high-caste elites and old guard 
politicians in Nepal or the privileged economic and 
political elite in alliance with the military in Guatemala—
is not surprising.

Signed in 2006, the comprehensive Peace accord 
(cPa) between the Maoist armed insurgency and politi-
cal parties in Nepal led to the end of the monarchy and 
the formation of an inclusive constituent assembly (ca). 
The agreement created an historic window for including, 
despite some opposition, marginalized societal actors 
into politics. The ca was tasked with drafting a new 
constitution. although the traditional parties accepted the 
ca and its authority, resistance to inclusion built up and 
became stronger during the implementation phase of the 
cPa. Given the Maoists’ commitment, the cPa aimed at 
creating a new state structure to include representation of 
diverse social groups excluded for many years. The 2008 
ca convened a highly representative and inclusive body 
that included lower castes, ethnic groups, and women. 
Yet in 2012, when it failed to produce a draft constitution, 
it was dissolved and replaced in 2013 by a less inclusive 
one that also reached an impasse on the demands of 
ethnic minorities for less centralized federalism and more 
power sharing in state governance. Unable to agree on a 

constitution, the decision-making process was taken over 
by old guard political leaders who were all male and from 
traditionally privileged upper-caste groups.47 Manjushree 
Thapa summarized the political elite’s rationale for hijack-
ing the inclusive constitution-making process: 

What do you do if you’re the high caste leader of a democrat-

ic party faced with a vote that will end your caste’s suprem-

acy? You avoid voting at all costs. This is what the leaders of 

the Nepali congress and the communist Party of Nepal (UML) 

did in Kathmandu on May 27, 2012. Their refusal to compro-

mise with the Unified communist Party of Nepal (Maoist) and 

other parties led to the failure to pass a new constitution and 

the dissolution of the country’s only democratically elected 

body, the 601 member constituent assembly.48

Even though the negotiation process created a historic 
opportunity for excluded groups in Nepal, the old political 
elite, fearful of losing their privileged status and domi-
nance, eventually captured the decision-making process 
and reversed most of the inclusion achievements. Some 
intellectuals from the dominant social groups argued 
that the “inclusion agenda favored the foreign powers, 
Maoists, and those ethnic groups that are going to take 
the country to disunity and division.” Further, members 
of privileged groups claimed that it was actually the 
Brahmins and chhetris—the two dominant castes—who 
felt discriminated against because of the implementa-
tion of the social inclusion agenda.49 Such examples are 
representative of dominant group attitudes blaming the 
subordinate groups for insisting on the inclusion agenda 
and hence putting the stability of the country at risk. 

The social-psychological perspective on inclusion is criti-
cal to understanding this type of resistance. In a complex 
conflict setting such as Nepal, individual-psychological 
and institutional-ideological levels are entangled and 
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interact with each other in multiple ways to sustain the 
exclusive system. Nepal has been historically organized 
along a strict social hierarchy. The country’s Muluki ain 
code legitimized the hierarchical structure of the society 
by ranking castes from more to less favorable.50 Those 
at the top, Brahmins and chhetris, excluded others from 
access to economic and political resources. This code, 
which was promulgated in 1854 together with other 
hindu norms and mythology, was the basis of the hier-
archy-enhancing narrative and used to justify the social 
and political exclusion of other groups. When the old 
political elite hijacked the inclusive constitution-making 
efforts, they relied on narratives such as this. 

The constitution was not the only area in which the tra-
ditional powerholder elite pushed back and recaptured 

what it had lost. The inclusive reforms promised in the 
cPa to transform the Nepali army into a more repre-
sentative one was also reversed to a great extent by 
the military and political elite. Implementing the core 
principles agreed to in the cPa, such as the demo-
bilization of the Maoist guerillas and the integration 
of more than nineteen thousand former combatants 
into the Nepali army, was repudiated by the elites 
and the military on the grounds that it was in the 
Maoists’ self-interest at the expense of the country. 
reintegration became highly controversial during the 
implementation phase and, as a result of successful 
pushback from the military, has never been realized 
completely. Even though the Maoists came to pow-
er during the 2008 elections and formed a coalition 
government, the dominant caste groups were able 

Figure 3. Locus of Resistance 
Of the 85 incidents of resistance to inclusion identified for this report, more than half (56%) originated with the power-
holder elite (political leaders, military, government actors).
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(given their control of the military) to build resistance to 
the Maoists’ inclusion during the implementation of the 
agreement. The resistance of the army escalated into 
a governmental crisis in which Nepal’s cabinet voted to 
dismiss the military, which prompted the Maoists’ larg-
est coalition partner to quit the government.51 although 
resistance on this issue during the negotiation stage 
was not significant enough to prevent codification into 
the peace agreement, the backlash from the army 
came during the implementation phase, when it resort-
ed to the institution’s decision-making procedures to 
prevent the inclusion of Maoist insurgents. 

REBEL GROUPS
rebel groups sometimes resist the participation of 
others in negotiations for the purpose of excluding po-
litical competitors or rival groups rather than protecting 
their own group identity and status. Examples include 

the negotiations in aceh, an autonomous province in 
Indonesia, and the Darfur region of Sudan. In aceh, the 
armed group GaM (Geurakan acèh Meurdèka, or Free 
aceh Movement) tried to keep other acehnese parties 
out of the negotiation process even as the government 
tried to broaden participation, which GaM perceived 
as undermining its negotiating position. Similarly, in 
Turkey, to maintain its control over the process, the PKK 
(Partiya Karkerên Kurdistanê, or Kurdish Workers’ Party) 
wanted to exclude all other Kurdish groups from the 
peace process between 2013 and 2015. In the negoti-
ations over Darfur, the Justice and Equality Movement 
(JEM) sought to strengthen its position as the primary 
representative for Darfurians, and tried to exclude other 
rebel groups from track 1 negotiations. The negotia-
tions were delayed because of JEM’s rejection of civil 
society participation and dismissal of the legitimacy of 
other rebel groups. 

Justice and Equality Movement leader Khalil Ibrahim, center, and his brother Jibril Ibrahim, left, during the Darfur peace talks, in Doha, Qatar, on Feb-
ruary 11, 2009. (Photo by Maneesh Bakshi/aP)
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SOCIETY
Societal resistance to inclusion usually involves mass 
resistance, whether nonviolent or violent, against the 
participation of other ethnic, religious, or social groups in 
negotiations or against more inclusive institutions. This 
sometimes occurs parallel to powerholder elite resistance, 
especially if the elites and the resisting societal group are 
from the same group. But societal resistance may also 
occur in opposition to the powerholder elite. This is es-
pecially the case when the elite take steps advancing an 
inclusion agenda but are rejected by an ethnic or religious 
group trying to maintain its position in society. 

In Fiji, the interests of both the powerholder elite and the 
ethnic group aligned to oppose inclusion. resistance to 
the inclusion of Indo-Fijians in the political system was 
resisted both by the military elite and the nationalistic in-
digenous Fijian population. Indigenous Fijians ruled the 
country for decades and barred Indo-Fijians from access 
to political power. Violent attacks by indigenous Fijians 
against Indo-Fijians took place occasionally. Whenever 
an Indo-Fijian party won an election, the result was re-
versed with the help of a military coup. about 80 percent 
of the land was owned by indigenous Fijians, but about 
90 percent of the crops were produced by Indo-Fijians. 
Indigenous Fijians, the indigenous elite, and the military 
all had the same interest: keeping their dominant group 
status in society and the political privileges they had 
gained during British colonial rule. In this context, that 
the last inclusive constitution-making process initiated in 
2014 ultimately failed is not a surprise. The military elite 
recaptured the decision-making process and rejected 
the draft constitution prepared during public consulta-
tions and a national dialogue facilitated by international 
NGOs and the UN Development Program (UNDP).

On the other hand, in Kyrgyzstan, the attitude of the rul-
ing political elite and the dominant social group (ethnic 

Kyrgyz) about including Uzbeks in the political system 
differed. Following independence from the Soviet Union, 
the ethnic Kyrgyz dominated politics in Kyrgyzstan at 
the expense of the Uzbek minority, who thrived in the 
business sector. Uzbeks were mostly excluded from the 
public sector; only 8 to 9 percent of civil service employ-
ees were non-Kyrgyz. Divisions and ethnic violence be-
tween the Uzbeks and the Kyrgyz came to a head in the 
2010 riots, during which nearly a thousand people died. 
The newly elected and moderate president, almazbek 
atambayev, wanted to introduce political reforms in 2011 
in a document titled the “concept Note on National 
Unity and Interethnic relations” to address the causes 
of the conflict and formulate a new ethnic policy that 
would encompass an inclusive national citizenship and 
civic identity that included russians, Kyrgyz, Uzbeks, and 
other minorities. The government sought input on these 
reforms by creating consultative councils across the 
country. These attempts, however, were resisted by both 
hard-line Kyrgyz nationalists in the opposition parties in 
Parliament and those outside in society.

Melis Myrzakmatov, the de facto leader of South 
Kyrgyzstan, consistently favored the Kyrgyz popula-
tion and did not support further Uzbek involvement in 
national politics. In his book, he shared the view that 
Kyrgyzstan should be a state focused on the Kyrgyz 
people and that other ethnicities living in Kyrgyzstan 
should assimilate to Kyrgyz traditions. although 
Myrzakmatov was dismissed from his post in 2013, his 
ideas remained popular among Kyrgyz nationalists and 
opposition political parties, such as ata Jurt. The narra-
tive of Kyrgyz identity, as exemplified in Myrzakmatov’s 
book, celebrates the dominant group status of the 
Kyrgyz and excludes and subordinates Uzbeks and 
other minorities. In the end, the nationalists resisted 
atambayev’s inclusive ethnic concept and released 
their own version emphasizing Kyrgyz supremacy. 
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Behavioral Modes of resistance

resistance to inclusion is expressed through various 
behaviors, which fall along a continuum of directness 
and aggressiveness as implicit-elusive, direct-explicit, 
and coercive.

IMPLICIT-ELUSIVE TACTICS
Implicit resistance entails elusive and unconscious 
acts of resistance. Behaviors include implicit (uncon-
scious) bias and automatically activated stereotypes.52 
Implicit bias and automatic stereotypes may activate 
resistance toward including a specific person or group 
simply because of the social category they represent.53 
Implicit bias may be prevalent even among people who 
consider themselves pro-equality and pro-inclusion. In 
fact, many argue that automated stereotyping or im-
plicit bias is more widespread than explicit bias. Simple 
cues from the environment, such as the social category 

a person represents—being a woman, belonging to 
an ethnic group—can activate stereotypes and lead to 
discriminatory behavior that works against inclusivity.

Implicit bias is a strong predictor of behavior and has con-
sequences in shaping not only our individual decisions, 
but also our social environments through collective im-
pact. an individual may not consciously want to inhibit the 
participation of a person, but implicit bias and automatic 
stereotyping can lead to inhibitive behavior. Biases and 
stereotypes, especially pertaining to gender and race, 
are known to be automatically activated by semantic cues 
without the full awareness of the perceiver.54 For example, 
gender-related cues in group-dominance-based patriar-
chal cultures may automatically generate behaviors that 
leave women without a seat at the negotiation table and 
keep them out of critical decision-making roles. however, 

Filipino Muslim women rally outside the Office of the Presidential adviser on the Peace Process in suburban Pasig, east of Manila, on March 20, 2013. (Photo 
by aaron Favila/aP)
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it is not easy to detect this kind of behavior, especially 
in a negotiation setting. anecdotes and interviews with 
women negotiators reporting the behaviors of powerful 
individuals toward them are illuminating in efforts to un-
derstand this kind of implicit resistance. 

a woman’s assignment to a negotiation team domi-
nated by powerful men may itself become a cue that 
activates such bias and leads to exclusionary and dis-
criminatory behavior. The traditional pattern of behavior 
that “deals are done by and among powerful men” can 
be an unconscious shortcut that triggers behavior that 
generates discrimination and exclusion for women at 
the negotiation table. This may happen even when 
these men do not explicitly oppose the inclusion of 
women; in fact, they can be supportive. Yet implicit bias 
triggered by simple cues still prevails in micro-behav-
iors that may be contrary to explicit views. 

The story of the appointment of a woman to a negotiat-
ing panel in the Philippines illustrates how implicit bias 
can lead to assumptions that women are satisfied with 
a supporting position rather than a leadership role:

The chair of the panel called me up because he was a 

friend of mine. Every time he got some important position 

he would call me because he would ask me to help him. 

“So,” he said, “I was just asked to be the chair of the panel, 

will you help me?” and I said, “No, because I am done sit-

ting behind you. If you want me, I will sit beside you. So, you 

make me a member of your panel or I am not going to help 

you.” and I told him, “You know I am as good as you are. So 

why don’t you?” I think this wasn’t resistance, because he 

agreed right away. It was just that he was so used to women 

“just helping him.” Just being there at the back, being their 

brains as it were. and then at a certain point I said, “No I’m 

not doing this anymore.” So, that is how I became a member 

of the panel and he agreed. Sometimes it’s just because 

they don’t think about it. That’s where the resistance is. In a 

sense it is very subtle. You have to ask for it, you have to as-

sert yourself, and confront because they won’t think about it. 

It’s like they think you are not interested. It’s not that I don’t 

think he thought that I was not competent, but I think he just 

thought that it was not something that I was interested in.55

Such bias is subtle, unconscious, and unintentional but 
can still prevent inclusion in negotiation and peace 
processes, which require full awareness by the partici-
pants, mediators, and observers to detect when bias is 
present in a negotiation and mediation setting. Those 
in decision-making positions also need to pause and 
stop subconscious reasoning and replace immediate 
action based on assumptions and impulsive decisions 
with a thorough and fair deliberative process. control 
for implicit bias entails applying the same criteria in 
selecting all candidates and evaluating everyone under 
the same or equivalent circumstances. 

DIRECT-EXPLICIT TACTICS
Direct and explicit resistance involves intentional use 
of explicitly hostile and competitive tactics, short of 
violence, to prevent the participation of particular 
groups in a peace process. as long as these tactics 
are employed, regardless of the inclusion procedures 
adopted, the inclusion will be far from satisfying fun-
damental psychological needs. Such resistance is not 
automatic like implicit bias and not forceful like violent 
resistance. These tactics resemble everyday resistance 
tactics in that they are less forceful and less visible 
than coercion; resistors often adopt a manipulative 
and duplicitous approach to influence or reverse the 
outcomes of an inclusive process.56 One definition is 
“resistance that doesn’t make any headlines.”57 One 
reason resistors take this route is that they do not want 
to end the negotiation process, which a spoiler would, 
but do want to maintain their exclusive control over 
the process. These tactics often aim at manipulating or 
capturing the decision-making processes in ways that 
eventually diminish their inclusive nature rather than 
ending them entirely.58 They were observed in almost 
all the cases examined and occurred more frequently 
than coercive tactics. Most of the time direct-explicit 
tactics are associated with powerholder groups, es-
pecially political elites; but other actors, such as rebel 
groups and opposition movements, also use them. 
Four common tactics are sabotage, false compliance, 
foot dragging, and vocal resistance. 
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Sabotage
Sabotaging the participation of a person or group in 
peace negotiations and processes is a common resist-
ance tactic. It aims to block the access of people to an 
inclusive process, to sensitive information about the 
process, or to the decision-making setting. Blocking 
participation can take many forms, among which are 
manipulating and hijacking decision-making rules and 
processes, boycotts and withdrawals from inclusive bod-
ies, and dissolving commissions or consultative bodies.

an example is the constitution-making process in Nepal 
described earlier. When the constituent assembly could 
not agree on a constitution, the decision-making process 
was taken over by former political leaders, all of whom 
were from traditionally privileged upper-caste groups. 
They used the failure to reach an agreement—along 
with the hardship caused by the april 2015 earthquakes 
that killed thousands and left Kathmandu devastated—to 
recapture the decision-making process and decide in a 
closed-door session on an exclusive deal that sidelined 
minority groups and their representatives. Monopolizing 
the decision-making process, they eventually formulated 
a constitution favoring their preferences and maintain-
ing the privileged status of their social groups. Some 
of the inclusion gains for women and low caste groups 
achieved during earlier negotiations were thus reversed. 
This catalyzed mass mobilization among the excluded 
ethnic minorities, especially the Madhesis in the south, 
who favored a federalist constitution and felt betrayed 
not only because they were left out of the decision-mak-
ing process, but also because they felt the promises 
made in the comprehensive Peace agreement to 
address their grievances were not kept. The timing of the 
takeover was also crucial. Were it not for the earthquakes 
and the two rounds of failure to reach an agreement on 
the constitution, the old powerholder elite would have 
found it more difficult to legitimize their unilateral move. 

Furthermore, because this resistance closed the space 
for a more inclusive society, the Maoist party also slowly 
withdrew its political support from the inclusion agenda.59 

Sabotage can be accomplished by micro-behaviors or 
setting up minor obstacles. For instance, during the in-
ter-congolese negotiations of the Democratic republic 
of the congo (Drc) in 2000, President Laurent Kabila 
engaged in micro-behaviors that sabotaged the in-
clusion of unarmed opposition and civil society in the 
negotiations. The 1999 Lusaka ceasefire agreement 
established the Inter-congolese Political Negotiations, 
the objectives of which were to structure a new polit-
ical administration in the Drc with the assistance of a 
facilitator to work with the Drc government, the rebel 
groups rally for congolese Democracy and Movement 
for the Liberation of the congo, opposition political 
parties, and civil society representatives, also known as 
forces vives. Kabila thought that allowing civil society 
and opposition participation would eventually de-
crease his power given that the negotiations not only 
gave “equal status” to each of his armed and unarmed 
opponents, but also aimed at a new power-sharing 
arrangement within the Drc. So, motivated by political 
calculations (specifically, reluctance to share power), 
Kabila successfully undermined the inclusive negotia-
tion process by introducing minor obstacles. First, he 
instructed the closure of the president’s office to pro-
test the assigning of a French-speaking cofacilitator. he 
then did not provide travel authorizations to delegates 
from unarmed political opposition and civil society.60 
Only after he was assassinated in 2001 and replaced 
by his son Joseph Kabila did the negotiations garner 
broader societal representation. 

False Compliance 
another common resistance tactic is controlling and 
handpicking participants for the inclusive process, 

Negotiating parties might agree to include civil society or women, but only on the condition that the 
parties themselves select which women and which civil society representatives can attend. The inclusive 
process is supported as long as it remains within the boundaries the powerholder elite draw.
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which may sometimes be accompanied by a threat to 
terminate support for inclusion unless demands for the 
inclusive process are accommodated. False compliance 
is a type of symbolic inclusion. On the surface, it seems 
as if the powerful party agrees to and supports an in-
clusive negotiation process; in fact, however, it seeks to 
manipulate the process to maintain full control. hence, 
the inclusive process remains at the whim of the power-
ful party’s conditional support. For instance, negotiating 
parties might agree to include civil society or women, 
but only on the condition that the parties themselves 
select which women and which civil society representa-
tives can attend. The inclusive process is supported as 
long as it remains within the boundaries the powerhold-
er elite draw. and although this tactic is used mostly 
by the powerholder elite, sometimes others—such as 
armed groups—use it as well. 

For example, during the Drc negotiations, Laurent 
Kabila used the false compliance tactic by advocating 
for an alternative inclusive process, namely, a newly 
created constituent assembly of three hundred mem-
bers he had appointed. This was a symbolic inclusion 
attempt, Emeric rogier observed, hardly compatible with 
the requirements of a broad and genuine dialogue. 

Insistence on the selection of participants, especially 
if they will participate directly in track 1 negotiations, 
can be anticipated given concerns about confidenti-
ality and strategic information sharing with the public. 
Several leaders have dissolved inclusive commissions 
(the central african republic, for example) because 
their recommendations had not been favored in them; 
subsequent commission members were replaced by 
other, handpicked members. Government parties have 
also insisted on personal selection of participants for 
high-level problem-solving workshops and rejected se-
lection based on expertise or diversity (as in abkhazia 
during negotiations to end the conflict with Georgia). 
The motivation to control participants, these examples 
suggest, is not necessarily based on confidentiali-
ty concerns, but often aims to tighten and maintain 

political control over the process and eliminate political 
competitors in the negotiations. 

The 2011–12 national dialogue process in Egypt is a 
good example of the motivation to maintain control. 
The dialogue, initiated in the wake of pressure from 
public protests demanding political reforms, was 
officially announced as an opportunity for national 
reconciliation that would gather a wide range of polit-
ical actors and civil society organizations.61 Managed 
and controlled by the Supreme council of the armed 
Forces (ScaF) with logistic support from the UNDP, it 
would address five major issues: democracy and hu-
man rights, social and human development, the econo-
my, media and culture, and foreign relations. however, 
ScaF’s tight control over the design and outcome of 
this process prevented a genuine dialogue, failed to 
equip the process with any decision-making power, 
and eventually failed to have any constructive impact 
on regime transition in Egypt. For example, participant 
selection was done on a personal basis, including both 
leaders of the dialogue, Yehia El-Gamal (in March) and 
abdel aziz hegazy (in May), who were appointed by 
the ScaF. Both were former members of the authoritar-
ian regime, which many people approached skeptically. 
reports were delivered to hegazy, who would transfer 
the recommendations to the military. The military would 
then decide how to move forward with the report’s rec-
ommendations. Most people therefore did not believe 
that the recommendations would be taken seriously. 
critical stakeholders within youth coalitions, the Muslim 
Brotherhood, and the Wafd, Nasserist, and Tagammu 
parties denounced the process and boycotted it on the 
grounds that it had no predefined agenda and objec-
tives.62 The timing of the dialogue also elicited skepti-
cism given resentment among many participants that 
constitutional amendments had been passed before 
the start of the dialogue. 

In sum, although the Egyptian regime (the military elite 
in particular) reluctantly agreed to set up an inclusive 
national dialogue to secure much-needed public 
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legitimacy and end collective upheaval against the re-
gime, the attitude of the powerholder elite throughout 
the process was no more than false compliance. The 
inclusive process aimed at strategic gains but fell short 
of meeting the fundamental needs of the excluded so-
cial groups and providing a fair and inclusive process 
toward a peaceful transition. 

Foot Dragging
Foot dragging is another tactic that resembles sup-
port for an inclusive process, but in fact is yet another 
form of disguised resistance. It may involve a variety of 
micro-behaviors such as delaying, neglecting, or finding 
various excuses for not implementing agreed-upon 
steps for inclusion. Foot dragging tactics often occur 
after an agreement to initiate an inclusive process, and 
ironically often by the same actor who had agreed to the 
inclusive mechanism but later prevented it during imple-
mentation and realization of commitments. Other times, 
foot dragging occurs because of dispersion of authority 
or diffusion of responsibility across different government 
departments, or because of competing or divergent 
bureaucratic interests. For instance, despite possible 
support for an inclusive process at the national govern-
ment level, some of these decisions may be delayed or 
not implemented at the local government level. 

an example of foot dragging is the negotiations in 
aceh between the acehnese armed group GaM (men-
tioned earlier) and the government of Indonesia. In 
mid-2001, the Geneva-based centre for humanitarian 
Dialogue pushed to bring broader acehnese per-
spectives into the negotiations by proposing “dem-
ocratic consultations.” The government realized that 
the cease-fire agreement was unraveling in large part 
because it did not address GaM’s political grievances. 
When GaM and the government met, they agreed to 
hold inclusive consultations with the public in aceh. 
The attempt failed, however, when the provincial gov-
ernor of aceh, whom Jakarta had tasked with leading 
the development of public consultations, neglected to 
engage with the process.

Delaying the establishment of commissions and com-
mittees despite an agreement to do so is a common 
behavior among powerholders resisting the implemen-
tation of agreements. Failure to implement or not follow 
through on the decisions of a commission or commit-
tee has occurred in numerous peace processes. The 
constitution review commission, established in 2012 
by the government of Fiji during its constitution writing 
and dialogue process, is one example. The commis-
sion planned an inclusive process with public consulta-
tions to channel the grievances of the indigenous Fijian 
and Indo-Fijian communities. The government delayed 
the consultation process by tactics such as not releas-
ing information to the commission in a timely manner. 
as a result, the window of time for feedback from the 
public remained very short even though the consulta-
tions were eventually held, effectively excluding public 
voices from the draft. although the government tried 
to convey the appearance of supporting consultations, 
its support was not genuine. In the end, it rejected the 
draft and wrote its own, later annulling implementation 
of the constitutional process altogether. 

another example of government foot dragging is 
the establishment of a Truth and reconciliation 
commission (Trc) in Burundi. agreed to in the 2000 
arusha Peace and reconciliation agreement between 
the government and opposition parties, the Trc aimed 
to tackle crimes against humanity committed during the 
war and to promote ethnic reconciliation. Because little 
progress had been made, a 2005 UN Security council 
resolution again called for the creation of a Trc and 
pressured the government to bring the process for-
ward. Given the lack of meaningful support from the 
government, political parties, or regional leaders, many 
delay tactics ensued until finally, in 2014, the National 
assembly passed a law allowing the United Nations to 
set up a “non-Judicial Truth commission” whose eleven 
members were appointed by the National assembly.63 
however, despite the arusha agreement’s provision 
that “the candidates for membership of the commis-
sion shall be put forward by civil society associations, 
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political parties, religious denominations and women’s 
organizations, or may stand as individual candidates,” 
the law omitted a role for civil society organizations.64 
The government subsequently diverted from and 
diluted its original mandate and procedures by gradu-
ally excluding civil society and political opposition from 
the process. It also opposed the population’s wishes 
articulated in the 2009 national consultations and as 
issued by civil society actors in 2011 through a series of 
recommendations regarding the role of civil society in 
appointing Trc members.65 In addition, the opposition 
boycotted and accused the ruling party of setting up an 
institution that was not independent. Similarly, a former 
diplomatic correspondent deemed the Trc creation 
process not transparent given the opaque discussions 
between government and parliament.

Vocal Resistance
resistance to inclusion is also seen in speech, primarily 
by powerholder elites. Powerholders rely on speeches 
that express and justify anti-inclusion attitudes and be-
haviors, which then may transform into an internalized 
discourse among many in society. Two types of such 
behavior were observed in the cases studied: uttering 
a narrative that labels attempts at inclusion as a secu-
rity threat (securitizing inclusion), and a public narrative 
that justifies slander, ridicule, or humiliation toward 
people and groups whose participation is not wanted. 

Securitizing inclusion means that “by labelling 
something a security issue . . . it becomes one.”66 
Securitization helps the securitizing actor easily legit-
imize taking extraordinary measures—which may be 
difficult to do under normal political circumstances—be-
cause it activates a mental state of survival and safety 

Members of the revolutionary armed Forces of colombia (Farc) discuss their future in one of the zones set up to transition former rebels back to 
civilian life, near La Paz, colombia, on February 1, 2017. (Photo by Federico rios Escobar/New York Times)
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by implying an existential threat. It helps move an issue 
from the realm of normal politics into that of security 
politics, where it can be dealt with swiftly, bypassing the 
usual rules and regulations of democratic policymaking. 

Securitizing inclusion is usually done in two ways. First, 
attempts at inclusion are labeled as an imposition on 
local actors by foreign powers that seek to divide the 
country and as a scheme to impose on its sovereignty. 
Elites take inclusion discussions in the negotiation and 
peace process outside the usual political realm and 
instead frame them as a security threat from external 
forces that needs to be repudiated to reestablish the 
nation’s security. Second, civil society is identified as 
an extension of armed groups and terrorists, and thus a 
security threat that should be kept away from negotia-
tions. Exclusion from the negotiation or peace process 
is thereby justified as a matter of national security.

Nepal is an apt example. as discussed earlier, the 
constitution-writing process bogged down on the 
issue of federalism and how it would be implemented. 
Throughout the negotiations, the inclusion perspective 
was strongly supported by the United Nations and other 
international donor agencies. Donors were critical in the 
empowerment and capacity-building support given to 
the members of the constituent assembly, especially 
to subordinate and excluded groups. These training 
programs aimed to increase the access of marginalized 
groups (such as the Janajatis) to state institutions and 
societal resources by promoting their social, econom-
ic, and political inclusion. as the implementation of 
the comprehensive Peace accord progressed, major 
resistance from the old elite increased, especially after 
2011. They wanted an end to foreign financial support 
of marginalized groups such as the Nepal Federation 
of Indigenous Nationalities.67 These elites argued that 

Men and women take part in the National Dialogue conference, part of the broader Yemeni peace process, in Sana'a, on March 20, 2013. (Photo by 
hani Mohammed/aP)
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inclusion was an imposed foreign agenda and that 
sticking to it constituted an existential threat to the sov-
ereignty of the nation. They succeeded in depicting the 
changes sought by the Maoists and ethnic minorities—
such as secularism, federalism, and equitable sharing of 
resources—as threatening security and stability in the 
country. They criticized, for example, quotas for diverse 
ethnic groups as actions legitimizing inequality and 
unfairness in society. They also continued to resist other 
commitments made in the cPa on federalism and secu-
larism during the implementation phase on the grounds 
of threatening national security. This discourse went so 
far as to implicate foreign donors in instigating violence 
in Nepal, which eventually resulted in the withdrawal of 
some of the Western donors. Securitizing the inclusion 
agenda as a national security threat made it easier to 
justify the capture of the decision-making process and 
unilateral drafting of a constitution without the partici-
pation of marginalized and excluded groups. The crisis 
that the country went into after the earthquakes helped 
this discourse take hold in society, reinforcing the idea 
that swift action had to be taken to resecure the country 
from “disunity and threat of dissolution.”68 

ridicule, slander, and humiliation are other forms 
of speech used to resist the participation of certain 
groups. a typical example is labeling members of such 
groups as “incapable,” “lacking skills and expertise,” 
or “lacking political relevance.” Such narratives have 
often been used to justify the exclusion of women from 
the negotiation table, often including humiliation and 
ridiculing language.

In an interview with one of the women delegates to the 
negotiations in Northern Ireland, it was mentioned that 
such humiliating words were used against them during 
the Good Friday negotiations. Women delegates and 
the issues they raised in the negotiations concerning 
socioeconomic development and social justice were 
denigrated as irrelevant. In return, the Northern Ireland 
Women’s coalition made sure to prepare position pa-
pers and contribute to the negotiations on every issue, 

not just the socioeconomic development and justice 
agenda. One of the women delegates was verbally 
attacked by a member of a political party, who told her 
to go home and have babies. In response, the woman 
delegate stood up and sang the song “Stand by Your 
Man.” Some of the same party members even pushed 
women delegates in the corridor and ridiculed them on 
the basis of their gender.69 

Speech emphasizing lack of adequacy is commonly 
used against civilian actors, especially by the power-
holder elite. For instance, political party leaders used 
such rhetoric in Burundi to justify the exclusion of civil so-
ciety representatives from the peace negotiations. civil 
society was labeled as “too disorganized” and “young 
and inexperienced” by the leaders of the political parties 
attending the negotiations to resist their inclusion. 

COERCIVE TACTICS
resistance is also expressed aggressively and violent-
ly. Such behavior includes physical violence, the threat 
of violence, vandalism against targets, confiscation 
of property, detention, and depriving people of their 
livelihood by creating economic hardship. The threat of 
violence targeting the participants of inclusive pro-
cesses was observed in twenty-two of the eighty-five 
incidents of resistance (26 percent), compared to six-
ty-three incidents in the category of explicit or manipu-
lative resistance (74 percent). although not as common 
as explicit or manipulative tactics, examples of physical 
violence against inclusion attempts are numerous, such 
as in Fiji, Guatemala, Kyrgyzstan, Macedonia, Mexico, 
Sri Lanka, Togo, and Yemen. 

For example, violence was directed against the women 
participants in the National Dialogue conference held 
in Yemen in 2013 and 2014. Many women delegates of 
the conference were threatened for participating and 
endured attacks ranging from harassment to sexual as-
sault. This included an online defamation and shaming 
campaign against women candidates, calling them dis-
honorable for attending the dialogue meetings alone.
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Tackling resistance

Tackling resistance to inclusion requires a nuanced ap-
proach. Findings indicate different types of resistance 
in regard to motivation, actors, and tactics. 

OVERCOMING POLITICALLY 
MOTIVATED RESISTANCE
as discussed, one form of resistance is motivated 
primarily by political competition, economic self-inter-
est, or reluctance to share power, as in the Democratic 
republic of the congo. an identity threat component, 
in which the dominant group perceives inclusion as an 
existential threat, is also possible. The existential threat 
is more deep-rooted, having a long-standing ideol-
ogy and culture that legitimizes the hierarchical and 
exclusive structure of the system. Political motivation 
is prevalent among powerholder elites. The identity 
threat involves the dominant social group as well as 
the powerholder elite and political leadership repre-
senting the same group, as in Kyrgyzstan, Fiji, Nepal, 
and Guatemala. Different types clearly require different 
measures and remedies. 

For political motivation, incentive structures that make 
inclusive processes more amenable to powerhold-
ers may be enough. rewards that the leadership or 
political-economic elite expect for engaging in a peace 
process can be provided and conditioned on imple-
mentation of measures toward inclusive institutions 
and society. Inclusion indicators can be identified in 
the beginning of a process and compliance with them 
can be incorporated into the peace process architec-
ture; milestones could be integrated into implemen-
tation monitoring. For example, inclusion procedures 
set up during the negotiations—such as the rules for 
decision making in smaller groups, how small group 
discussions are transferred to larger discussions or 

public consultations and to track 1 negotiations and so 
on—could be monitored by impartial third parties. an 
inclusion compliance ombudsman could be assigned 
to a peace process to advise on these steps.

Most resistance by powerholders is disguised, espe-
cially manipulation of decision-making processes within 
a peace process. Thus decision-making rules and 
procedures, including transfer mechanisms, need to be 
inclusive to better minimize hijacking or foot dragging.70 
Incentives and institutional pressure may deter those 
who intend to hijack or manipulate the process. The 
following precautions can be considered as part of the 
peace process architecture to this end. 

The presence of third-party facilitators and mediators 
in these processes, especially if they are trained to 
be aware of such manipulative tactics, may be critical 
to monitoring the decision-making process for better 
compliance with inclusion goals.

Whether the results of the inclusive process are treated 
as binding or nonbinding affects the outcome in regard 
to the likelihood of recommendations from the process 
being incorporated into elite decision making.71 If the 
peace architecture treats the outcomes as nonbinding, 
as suggestions or informal feedback, they are less 
likely to be taken into consideration by negotiators and 
decision makers, especially if no transfer mechanism 
has been established. 

Especially in inclusive bodies with a nonbinding man-
date, if the peace architecture does not have a carefully 
planned transfer mechanism for the outcomes of the 
inclusive process to reach decision-making bodies, 
those outcomes may be dismissed or sidelined more 
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easily by powerholders, or not received at all. Effective 
mechanisms should be set up to ensure that results from 
the inclusive process reach negotiators efficiently.72 

Decision-making procedures and rules for the inclusive 
negotiation process, such as a national dialogue or an 
inclusive constitutional drafting commission, should 
strive to avoid the potential for deadlock. Deadlocks 
are often used as an excuse by powerholders to hijack 
the decision-making process and impose their unilat-
eral and noninclusive agenda. certain decision-making 
settings are more likely to generate deadlocks, such 
as unanimity rule or veto in highly polarized political 
and social settings. Practitioners designing inclusive 
processes should reflect on the degree of polarization 
and division within the deciding group and society. 

Monitoring and enforcement are already integral to the 
peace architecture, but monitoring should not be just 
about the implementation of usual peace agreement 
provisions, such as disarmament activities. Mechanisms 
could also be set up to monitor and safeguard compli-
ance with inclusion indicators and activities. as men-
tioned, an ombudsman could be assigned to advise the 
members of inclusive commissions, national dialogues, 
constitution drafting bodies, or mediators to facilitate 
compliance with inclusion standards and procedures. 
compliance and enforcement mechanisms could also 
specify the consequences for violating indicators. 

OVERCOMING IDENTITY THREAT RESISTANCE
Identity threat resistance requires a more sustained 
and difficult effort to overcome. It requires not only 
institutional incentives, careful design of decision-mak-
ing processes, and effective compliance measures, but 
also a long-term strategy that targets ideological and 
cultural change. In these places, ideological narratives 
that legitimize strict social hierarchy, domination of 

one subgroup over the other, and unequal access to 
resources need to be transformed with systemic efforts 
(which in some cases are part of the transformative 
elements within a peace process). a number of strat-
egies are possible, depending again on the timing of 
resistance, the actors, and the tactics involved. 

Extensive use of manipulative tactics such as foot 
dragging and false compliance hindered successful 
transformation in all cases discussed here. In fact, 
such efforts create more obstacles for durable peace 
in the long run by diluting trust and legitimacy, as in 
Egypt and Nepal. The unfulfilled expectations of social 
groups in regard to achieving a sense of belonging 
(raised because they had initially been included in the 
process) could lead to perceived relative deprivation 
and result in violent collective action. This was the case 
in the Madhesi uprisings in Nepal after the inclusive 
constitution-making process failed. If inclusive pro-
cesses are planned and designed as part of a peace 
process, they should strive to achieve a genuine inclu-
sion of historically excluded groups. Further research 
is needed on how inclusion mechanisms can be set 
up in practice that adequately fulfill the need for both 
belongingness and distinctiveness. 

The level of intervention to address resistance to 
inclusion, whether individual or intergroup, should be 
clearly spelled out following a theory of change applica-
ble to that level. For example, changing an individual’s 
exclusion behavior resulting from implicit bias requires 
a different approach than dealing with pervasive and 
systemic resistance. The first can benefit from training 
that raises the individual decision maker's awareness 
about implicit bias and from various other established 
methods that focus on attitudinal and behavioral 
change. The second type, however, may be overcome 
only through civil resistance or change in ideological 

If the peace architecture does not have a carefully planned transfer mechanism for the outcomes of the 
inclusive process to reach decision-making bodies, those outcomes may be dismissed or sidelined more 
easily by powerholders, or not received at all.
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narratives. Group-based attitudes will resist inclusion of 
subordinate groups as long as the dominant group’s ide-
ology persists.73 In other words, without a change in the 
ideological narrative, a society cannot be transformed 
into an inclusive one. research focusing on attitude 
change indicates that unless larger group norms support 
equality between groups, training that targets bias at 
the individual level will not engender sustainable results 
and systemic change.74 The following tools are useful to 
consider in this regard but require additional conceptual 
development and research. 

at the individual and group levels, reducing individual 
bias and intergroup prejudice was a central concern of 
scholars who developed dialogue and problem-solving 
methodologies in the conflict resolution field. Most of 
these approaches relied on social-psychological theories 
on reducing prejudice and inducing positive attitudinal 
change. These methods relied in turn on a variety of 
methodologies and interventions, such as generating 
complex and non–zero sum thinking about the out-group, 
generating affective (emotional) ties (empathy) with 
the out-group members, and generating complex and 
reflective thinking about the in-group to reduce in-group 
favoritism and any sense of moral superiority over other 
groups. They are therefore expected to lead to a “less 
provincial” and “ethnocentric” view of the out-group.

at the ideological and cultural level, tackling resistance 
to inclusion requires a different approach. One theo-
ry explaining ideological and cultural change comes 
from complex systems theory and cognitive science.75 
Ideology is defined as a complex system of beliefs that 
can be the source of resistance to social change; at the 
same time, however, the system can flip and change 
rapidly. cognitive-affective mapping, an individual-lev-
el tool that can be aggregated to an intergroup level, 
can be used to map belief systems (both favoring and 

opposing inclusion) constituting a complex system of 
ideology. analysis of such a map can identify attrac-
tors in the system that sustain ideological continuation 
and explore possible entries to create tipping points 
in the system. From a complex systems perspective, 
it becomes possible to assess whether the system is 
geared more toward pro-exclusion belief systems in 
the beginning of a peace process and whether any 
change occurs and perhaps flips in favor of a pro-inclu-
sion belief system later in the process. Points of resist-
ance to ideological change can also be identified. 

at the societal level, a third theory of change involves 
civil resistance or nonviolent action. The failure of the 
inclusive peace process sometimes generates collec-
tive unrest and action. In both Nepal and Guatemala, 
the peace process opened a space for the inclusion 
of historically excluded groups. Yet this space began 
to close up during the implementation of the peace 
agreement in the face of resistance from the power-
holder elite. resistance by the elite triggered a coun-
terresistance in the form of mass action. In Nepal, the 
Madhesi uprisings were not civil resistance because 
they involved violence. Eventually, as other groups 
that had previously challenged the exclusive nature 
of the system (such as the Maoists) stopped doing 
so, the Madhesis became isolated in the uprising. In 
Guatemala, the indigenous Mayan population was 
more successful, allying with nonindigenous people 
(the urban middle-class in particular) to push for a 
counterreform agenda to overcome elite resistance. In 
sum, not all collective action is disciplined civil resist-
ance; it can be in the form of reactionary protests that 
in turn may also result in street radicalism and violence. 
It is critical to look into the conditions under which civil 
resistance successfully and nonviolently overcomes 
systemic and pervasive resistance to inclusion.
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